A.C.E.S. Installs 5-ton Geothermal Pond
Loop System in Mendon Home

New home owners in Mendon, NY were looking to heat and cool their
home for less. Luckily for them with their new property they inherited a
pond. Using the water in the pond, ACES was able to design and install a 5
-ton geothermal heating and cooling unit that has the potential to save the
family up to 80% on their energy costs!

There are four main types of geothermal systems: horizontal earth loops, vertical earth loops, well-water loops, and pond
loops. The pond loop system installed at
this home will be more efficient than the
earth loops because water temperature below the surface has even less temperature
variation than the earth below the surface.
Water 8ft below the surface or deeper
where the system will rest, maintains a
temperature between 55̊F-65̊F. The system
is an approximately 30ft X 20ft grid of
geothermal tubing. There are five loops
that are spread out and connect to a main
supply line and a main return line that have
been buried underground running from the
house into the pond. The loops of tubing
are spread out to increase surface area and
strapped to a wire mesh for transport into
the pond. Once the tubing is transferred to
the pond the system is flushed with a mixture of methanol and water which causes it
to sink to the bottom of the pond. After the
system is flushed and sunk it is ready to be
used. The fluid runs through the pond
loops cooling down or heating up via exposure to the regulated temperature below the
surface. Then the mixture is carried
through more piping to a flow center inside
the house where it is distributed to a compressor unit and finally out to the house.
Using this system will save this Mendon
family up to 80% on their energy bill!

The main supply and return lines run down from the house into the water.

The depth measurement of the pond has to be taken to make sure it is deep enough.

